
Alpine Route Tour  06 AICHI/GIFU/NAGANO/SHIZUOKA/TOKYO

DAY1  

NAGOYA A.P            ▷ ▷①Takayama Jinya

② Sanmachi Suji ▷③Shirakawago Gassho-Style

▷Hotel Check In
▷Toyama Hotel 

DAY2 Hotel           ▷④Kurobe Alpine Route  (Included   Lunch          )  

▷ ▷Hotel Check In
▷Matsumoto Hotel

DAY3 Hotel            ▷⑤Matsumoto Castle ▷

▷⑥Gotemba Outlet ▷Hotel Check In
▷Fuji Area Hotel              

DAY4 Hotel            ▷⑦Mt Fuji 5th ▷

▷Tokyo Shinjuku Shopping ▷Hotel Check In
▷Shinjuku  Hotel       

DAY5 Hotel ▷NARITA A.P   ▷BKK

NAGOYA

GIFU

NAGANO

TOKYO

TOYAMA



Tourist spot

Takayama jinya
https://jinya.gifu.jp/

Experience the atmosphere of the EDO Period (1603 to 
1868) at Takayama Jinya-the only site in Japan today of 
a provincial governor/magistrate’s office where the 
main building still remains.
The Kanamori Clan, the feudal leaders who ruled Hida
Province,relocated to Kaminoyama in Dewa 
Domain(now part of Yamagata Prefecture and Akita 
Prefecture) at the order of the Edo Shogunate in 1692. 
In the same year, the Edo shobunate put Hida under its 
direct control and established a government office 
there. The provincial governor (provincial magistrate 
from the 12th generation) dispatched by the Shogunate 
performed the official duties involved in ruling over 
Hida(c.g., the administration,policing and judicial 
functions). Takayama Jinya is the only such site of a 
provincial governor / magistrate’s office-which are said 
to have numbered 60 across Japan in the  Closing days 
of the Shogunate-where the main building still remains 
today.

Sanmachi suji
https://www.wowu.jp/spots/sanmachisuji-street?locale=en

Notionally Recobnized Import Historical Building 
Preservation Area The Town Village still Stands on 
the east side of the Miyagawa River flowing 
through Takayama, and in the middle of it is 
Sanmachi,where Edo period houses remains. The 
rich atmosphere of Takayama Castle town still 
lingers,and you can see sake breweries and 
merchants’ Houses with latticed bay windows 
standing in a row. This district was designates an 
area of important traditional buildings by the 
Japanese government.

Shirakawago Gassho-style
https://shirakawa-go.gr.jp/

Leap into an old world,straight out of a fairy tale,and
experience the picturesque harmony between the village 
and nature!  Hidden away deep in the mountains is this 
quaint settlement in Shirakawa Village that is famous for 
its “gassho-Zukuri”houses whose grand roofs resemble 
hands clasped in player. Many of these houses are still 
inhabited to this day,and together with their adjacent rice 
paddies,they paint an incredibly picturesque landscape 
thet is a joy to behold and to take a stroll through. The 
Shiroyama Viewpoint Offiers a Great panoramic view of 
the settlement in its entirety. The oldest and largest 
remaining gassho-Zukuri house in the village, the Wada 
Residence,is still used as a private residence,but part of it 
is also open to the public for viewing. There,you will find 
many tools used in everyday life a long time ago displayed 
throughout the house. Some gassho-zukuri houses also 
offer accommodation. Be sure to book in advance if 
considering this memorable option!

① ② ③



Tourist spot

Kurobe Alpein Route
https://www.alpen-route.com/index.php 

A mountain sightseeing route connesting Toyama and 
Nagano via the The Teteyama Kurobe Alpein Route is one 
of the  world’s leading mountain sightseeing routes that 
runs through the Northern Alps, which mountain peaks at 
an altitude of 3,000m.The total length is 37.2km and the 
maximum height difference is 1,975m. Almost the entire 
area is in the national park.General vehicles are not 
available on the Alpein Route. There are six types of
transportation: a plateau bus where you can enjoy the 
changes in nature, a ropeway where you can enjoy a 360-
degree panoramic view, an all-line underground cable 
car,and a trolley bus that passes through a tunnel.The
highlights are every April, apring starting from the snow 
corridor, summer when colorful fiowers bloom, and 
autumn when the autumn leaves color the mountains. 
And many scenic spots,Bijodaira with a huge cedar and 
beeth tree virgin forest over 1000 years old, Midagahara
with a beautiful fantastic awamp,2,450m above sea 
level,Tateyama Murododaira called a paradise on the 
clouds,Kurobe there is a dam. The highest altitude in 
japan.

Matsumoto castle
https://www.matsumoto-castle.jp/ 

Matsumoto Castles is one of  five castles  
designated as ‘National Treasures of Japan’ and the 
oldest five-tiered, six-story castle tower remaining 
in Japan.Construction began in 1592 of the elegant 
black and white structure with its three turrets. 
Inside the castle sre steep stairs and low ceilings 
leading past displays of armor and weapons from 
the Sengoku Period (Warring State Period) when 
the castle was built. The narrow wooden windows , 
once used by archers and gunmen , provide 
amazing views of the Japanese Alps , Matsumoto 
City and the koi and swans circling in the moat 
below.

Gotemba Outlet 

Japan’s leading shopping resort with about 290 
luxury brands, famous domestic and foreign 
btands, and restaurants on the vast grounds 
overlooking the moutains. Mt.Fuji, a world cultural 
heritage. In August 2020, we opened a new area 
“Hillside” with a merry-go-round. On the premises, 
there are “Hotel CLAD” of the Odakyu Group and 
“Kinohana no Yu”, a one-day hot spring facility 
that is the only shopping resort in Japan.
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Tourist spot
⑦

Mt.Fuji 5th

http://www.fujisan-climb.jp/

It is called the boundary between heven and 
earth and is located on the forest.  In addition, 
many shops are lined up from mid-April to mid-
December. It is a starting point where you can 
easily go sightseeing at the 5th station.Located at 
an altitude of about 2,300 meters, you can enjoy 
a mysterious view overlooking the Fuji Five lakes 
and the sea of clouds. Fuji gourmet that can be 
eaten at mountain restaurants is also very 
popular! Apopular product “Fuji Curry” that 
imitates the shape of a mountain. Fuji melon 
bread that can only be eaten here is on sale. The 
Komitake Shrine is nearby and is visited by many 
worshipers not only as a scenic spot but also for 
marriage.



■BUS 
40seat Luxury Tipe/3 trunks/1 Driver/Exclude parking fee, Tool way fee and driver cost
■Accomodation

1st day Yukai resort Unaduki grand hotel or similar 
Japanese room or Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal : Dinner and Breakfast

2nd day Richmond Hotels  MATSUMOTO or similar
Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal : Breakfast only

3rd day  Sun Plaza Hotel Fujisan Nakako or similar
Western room 【TWN or DBL】Meal : Dinner and Breakfast 

4th day  Shinjuku Washington Hotel or similar 
Western room【TWN or DBL】Meal : Breakfast only

■Sightseeing&Expirence cost
Include

■Meal    Breakfast 4times     Lunch 4times   Dinner 4times Exclude Beverage and extra food.
■Guide  Exclude ※If you need please ask me. I can arrange guide

Land Cost

MIRAI TABI CLUB Co.,Ltd
6-3 Tsurushiromachi Wakabayashiku

Sendai city,Miyagi Japan
Tel.+81-22-782-0833 Fax.022-782-

0834
E-mail n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp

Incharge N.Takaya & M.Hayasaka

Please contact us as the price 
will change due to seasonality

mailto:n-takaya@mirai-tabiclub.jp

